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Abstract
Most social, technological and biological networks are embedded in a finite dimensional space,
and the distance between two nodes influences the likelihood that they link to each other. Indeed,
in social systems, the chance that two individuals know each other drops rapidly with the distance
between them; in the cell, proteins predominantly interact with proteins in the same cellular
compartment; in the brain, neurons mainly link to nearby neurons. Most modeling frameworks
that aim to capture the empirically observed degree distributions tend to ignore these spatial
constraints. In contrast, models that account for the role of the physical distance often predict
bounded degree distributions, in disagreement with the empirical data. Here we address a long-
standing gap in the spatial network literature by deriving several key network characteristics of
spatial networks, from the analytical form of the degree distribution to path lengths and local
clustering. The mathematically exact results predict the existence of two distinct phases, each
governed by a different dynamical equation, with distinct testable predictions. We use empirical
data to offer direct evidence for the practical relevance of each of these phases in real networks,
helping better characterize the properties of spatial networks.
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In many real systems the likelihood that two nodes connect to each other decreases rapidly
with the physical distance between them. For example, in social networks, spatial proximity
determines the likelihood that two individuals meet. Consequently, the probability P (r)
that two individuals, living at distance r from each other, are connected by social media
[1, 2] and by mobile phone calls [3], scientific collaboration [4] and emails [5], has been found
to decay with r, often following P (r) ∼ r−δ with δ ≈ 1 [2]. Similarly, in infrastructural
networks like the Internet and the power grid, the further apart two nodes are, the higher
the installation cost of connecting them as well as the maintenance cost. Consequently, the
likelihood that two Internet routers link to each other decays as P (r) ∼ r−1 [6]. In the
same vein, most transportation networks, such as highway and train networks, are planar,
implying that their links predominantly connect nearby nodes [7]. While the airline network
appears to have no such local constraints, measurements indicate that the probability P (r)
that two airports have a direct flight between them decays as P (r) ∼ r−δ with δ ≈ 3 for
r > 100 km [8]. The same phenomenon is known to occur in cellular networks : The difficulty
of subcellular molecular transport significantly limits the likelihood that two molecules that
are not localized in the same cellular component can interact [9, 10]. And in the brain,
notwithstanding the presence of very long axons, there is extensive evidence that neurons
predominately link to neurons in their immediate vicinity [11], with P (r) being approximated
by either a short range exponential P (r) ∼ exp(−λr) [12–14], or a long range decay P (r) ∼
r−δ [15].
Despite the well documented role of physical distance in real networks, the current mod-
eling frameworks tend ignore the role of the space, for two reasons: First, while there are
extensive numerical results unveiling the properties of spatial networks, most findings re-
main conjectural due to the lack of rigorous results [1]. Second, in many systems such as
brain or cellular networks the location of the nodes is hard to measure. Here we focus on a
much studied model that accounts in a minimal, yet realistic, fashion both for spatial effects
and for the observed fat-tailed degree distribution of real networks [6, 16–20]. Consider a
D-dimensional map of linear dimension L. For D = 2 the model mimics a country or a
continent, for D = 3 it captures neuron connectivities in the brain or protein interactions
in a cell. At each time step we place a new node j on the map, its physical position r
being chosen randomly following the density function ρ(r), which mimics for example the
population density of a country or the protein density in a cellular compartment. Each new
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node connects to m preceding nodes, chosen independently [21]. We write the probability
that the new node j links to an earlier node i as
Πj→i = c−1j
ki|rj − ri|−α
j
(1)
where ki is the degree of the node i, |rj − ri| is the Euclidean distance between i and j, and
cj is the normalization constant
cj ≡ 1
j
∑
i′<j
ki′
m
|rj − ri′|−α (2)
Equation (1–2) captures the coexistence of two effects that are separately known to
influence the evolution of spatial networks: (a) the k-dependence captures preferential at-
tachment, whose presence has been explicitly documented in numerous spatial networks
[6, 16, 17]; (b) the |rj − ri|−α term captures the role of the physical distance in a node’s
decision where to link. Note that in this model we are interested in networks in real spaces,
and only consider the background space to be Euclidean with its dimensionality two or
three. Therefore, the model explored here is distinct from network embedding approaches,
where the background space is determined by link connectivity [22–24]. Related work also
includes the work of Rozenfeld et al. [25], who explored the spatial embedding of scale-
free networks. Given that the work takes the scale-freeness as a modelling input, it is not
designed to address why and under what conditions can scale-free networks emergence in
spatial systems. Also, Warren et al. [26] and Hermann et al. [27] predict the emergence
of a scale-free network in a spatial system, achieving this by choosing carefully the density
distribution of the spatial placement of the nodes. They successfully show how node density
determines the degree distribution if nodes link to all nodes within a predefined radius R.
Here we want to offer a more general analysis, not placing constrains on the node density
distributionbut rather explore the role of an arbitrary spatial density of nodes on the degree
distribution of a growing network.
The model (1–2) was introduced over a decade ago to capture the evolution of the Internet
[6], and it has been subject to extensive numerical analysis for D = 1, 2 [16, 17]. Indeed, for
α = 0 the model reduces to the scale-free model [28, 29], and nodes connect to each other
without geographical restrictions. In this case, the degree distribution follows P (k) ∼ k−γ
with degree exponent γ = 3. When 0 ≤ α < 2D, which is the case for all known spatial
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networks, the distribution of the pairwise distances is well approximated by (see Fig. 3a)
P (r) ∼ r−αrD−1 = r−δ, (3)
where the distance exponent is δ = 1 + α − D. If the spatial density of the nodes follows
a fractal pattern, then D is replaced by the fractal dimension Df . For α > 2Df , we find
δ = 1 +Df , i.e. δ is independent of α, as now the geographic restriction dominates, forcing
each node to connect only to its closest neighbors (see SI Section 2D).
Despite repeated attempts to characterize, using simulation, the model, its fundamental
properties have remained elusive: How does the network topology change as we modify α?
Is the transition from a scale-free (α = 0) to a planar network (α→∞) a gradual process,
or an abrupt one at some critical αc? How does this transition affect the various network
characteristics? What is the form of the resulting P (k)? Numerical simulations, due to size
limitations, have failed to shed light on these questions [16, 17], yet they offered important
insights, that guide our work. In one dimension R. Xulvi-Brunet et al. conjectured a phase-
transition at αc = 1 based on numerical simulations [17], but the behavior for D = 2, 3,
the cases of direct practical relevance, could not be clarified numerically. The lack of an
analytical framework to accurately predict the properties of this minimal model and to
guide our expectations lies at the heart of all of these numerical limitations. The absence
of such a framework also limits the fundamental understanding of spatial networks. Here
we offer an exact mathematical proof that the model (1–2) undergoes a phase transition at
αc = Df [30, 31]. Our main advance is the demonstration that different continuum theories
describe the evolution of the network on the two sides of αc, that allows us to predict the
rich topological characteristics of spatial networks (see Fig. 1). A key finding is that the
degree distribution and the degree exponent depend on the spatial node density ρ(r).
To unveil the origin of the phase transition characterizing spatial networks, we must
inspect the normalization constant (2)
cj ≈
∫ L
`j
r−αrDf−1dr =
LDf−α − `Df−αj
Df − α , (4)
where `j and L are the distances to the closest and the most distant nodes from node j,
respectively, and rDf−1dr is (up to constants) the density of nodes at distance r from the
point rj. Note that the higher the node density, the smaller `j.
(i) For α < Df (4) converges in the limit `j → 0, predicting cj ≈ LDf−α, i.e. cj
is a constant independent of the choice of node j (SI Section 2C). In this case, the spatial
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constraints have only limited impact and (1) is dominated by preferential attachment. Hence
the network’s connection pattern is global, prompting us to call this regime the scale-free
phase.
(ii) In contrast, for α > Df , the integral (4) diverges as cj ≈ `Df−αj in the `j → 0
limit. Since `j depends on the local node density around node j, in this regime the physical
distance dominates the system’s behavior and (1) captures a phase dominated by local
density fluctuations, prompting us to call it the geometric phase. Note that in (4) and
hereafter Df denotes the fractal dimension of the node locations in the space, and not the
fractal dimension of the resulting network [32].
While the above heuristic argument based on the convergence of (2) ignores the role of
the stochastic fluctuations in the degree evolution, in the SI Section 2E we prove rigorously
that the phase transition at α = Df is in fact exact. To be specific, we demonstrate that
several key network measures, including the degree distribution, behave a distinctly different
behavior, on the two sides of a sharp boundary in the parameter space, including (in the
n→∞ limit) arbitrarily close to that boundary. The existence of this phase transition, with
the associated proof, represents our first key result. Yet, the true impact of this transition
can be appreciated only after predicting the fundamental network characteristics in the two
phases separated by the phase transition, as we discuss next.
Degree Distribution. The degree distribution is known to affect most network properties,
from network robustness to spreading patterns, prompting us to first inspect the impact of
the phase transition on P (k). In the scale-free phase (α < Df ), cj is finite and the degree
of node i evolves as
dki
dt
= σ(ri)
ki
t
, (5)
where
σ(ri) ≡ m
∫ |r− ri|−α∑
i′≤t ki′ |r− ri′ |−α/t
ρ(r)dr (6)
is the normalization factor, and the time step t is equivalent to the current network size
j in (1). Note that in (6) the numerator
∑
i′≤t ki′ |r − ri′|−α/t does depend on the time t.
However, this term equals to the weighted average degree < ki|r− ri|−α > up to time t, that
converges rapidly to a constant as t increases. A more detailed discussion of this convergence
is offered in SI 2C (Eq. S9-S10), where we track the time-dependency of the numerator, and
in S2.3.3.3 where we finally find the stationary solution of the numerator for t→∞. As we
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show in SI 2C, (5) predicts
ki ∼ (t/i)σ(ri), (7)
and a power law degree distribution P (k) ∼ k−γ, where γ = 1 + 1/ supr σ(r). Here supr σ(r)
is the maximum of σ over all positions r in the background space. Equations (5-7) represent
our second key result. If the nodes are uniformly distributed in a uniform, unbounded space
(ρ(r) = const), we have σ = 1/2 (see SI Section 2C), ki ∼ (t/i)1/2 and γ = 3, recovering
the known degree exponent of the scale-free model. Equation (7) predicts, however, that
a non-uniform population density, ρ(r), can alter the degree exponent γ. Remarkably, this
could also result from straightforward boundary effects. Consider, for example, a uniform
density ρ(r) on a bounded region, such as a square. The likelihood of connecting to nodes
near the edge is slightly less than to nodes close to the center, leading to a non-uniform σ(r).
Previously, such finite size effects, that gradually disappear as the number of nodes grows,
were not expected to affect the asymptotic scaling exponents [21]. Our theory predicts,
however, that in spatial networks the non-uniform σ(r) changes the degree exponent to
γ = 2.803 for α = 1 (SI Section 2C). Figure 3d plots the analytical prediction of the average
degree in different spatial regimes in this case, revealing the inhomogeneity generated by the
boundary effect (SI section 2C). To obtain numerical evidence for this unexpected prediction,
in Figure 3c we compare γ for 230 ≈ 1B nodes uniformly distributed in a square with and
without periodic boundary conditions, where the former corresponds to a uniform σ(r),
hence we expect γ = 3, and the latter has a non-uniform σ(r), expecting a smaller γ. The
simulation, spanning four decades in degrees, fully confirms the altered exponent γ predicted
analytically.
This effect is also important because most processes that influence the degree exponent,
from link deletion to rewiring, are known to increase γ, rather than decrease it [33, 34].
In contrast spatial inhomogeneity decreases γ below the critical value γ = 3, leading to a
diverging second moment, which in turn induces anomalous robustness [35] and a vanishing
epidemic threshold [36]. Our calculation suggests that these desirable (robustness) or un-
desirable (vanishing epidemic threshold) features of scale-free networks can be induced by
spatial inhomogeneities.
Turning now to the geometric phase, we find that for α > Df the integral (2) diverges
at small length scales, forcing us to systematically consider the impact of the small distance
cutoff `j. Note that for a new node j the rescaled normalization factor jcj is within a constant
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factor of kir
−α
ij , where i is the closest node to j. Since rij is of order j
−1/Df (the more nodes
we have, the closer will be a new node to an preexisting node), we have jcj ≈ kijα/Df .
Therefore, for node j to link to node i, the distance rij must fall within
rij = k
1/α
i j
−1/Df , (8)
leading to the upper bound (up to a constant factor) on the probability of connecting to
node i of (see SI section 2C)
Πi = O(r
Df
ij ) = O(k
Df/α
i /j). (9)
Consequently, the growth of a node’s degree in the geometric phase is not governed by
(5), but by sublinear preferential attachment [37]:
dki
dt
∝ k
Df/α
i
t
, (10)
predicting that in the geometric phase P (k) follows a stretched exponential,
P>(k) ∼ exp(−Ak1−Df/α), (11)
where A is a normalization constant. This is our third key result, predicting that spatial
separation overcomes the effect of preferential attachment, inducing a stretched exponential
cutoff in the degree distribution.
To demonstrate that these predictions have direct implications for real systems, we focus
on two networks for which we can experimentally resolve both the underlying network struc-
ture and the geographical layout (SI Section 1). The first system is the citation network
of 463,348 papers published between 1893 and 2010, extracted from the Physical Review
corpus that spans all areas of physics [38]. Here a node is a scientific publication and a
link captures a citation from paper i to paper j; the distance rij captures the geographical
separation of the first author affiliations. Figure 2a shows the observed P (r) for the citation
network, finding that it follows Eq. (3) with δ ≈ 0.5 for four orders of magnitude. Relation
(3) predicts δ = 1 +α−Df , implying that for the citation network α < Df , hence we are in
the scale-free phase and P (k) should be fat tailed. This prediction is fully confirmed by the
measurements: we find in line with many previous results [38, 39] that P (k) has a power
law tail with γ = 3 (Fig. 2b).
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The second system is the mobile phone network that captures the call patterns of about
3 million anonymized European mobile phone users during a one-year period. Here nodes
represent mobile phones and each link corresponds to a direct call between two users; rij
captures the geographical distance between users’ i and j most likely locations. The mea-
surement of P (r) indicates δ ≈ 1.5 (Fig. 2c), hence according to Eq. (3) we have α > Df ,
predicting that the mobile phone network belongs to the geometric phase. We therefore
predict a stretched exponential (11) for P (k), which not only offers an excellent fit to the
data (Fig. 2d), but also resolves a long-standing mystery of mobile phone networks: earlier
power law fits of P (k) reported an exceptionally large degree exponent γ ≈ 8.4 [40]. Yet, as
in this system spatial effects play an important role, the proper P (k) is expected to follow
P>(k) ∼ exp(−Akβ) with β ≈ 0.2 ± 0.1 (Fig. 2d). Equation (11) also predicts a scaling
identity β = 1−Df/α. To test this relationship, we measured the fractal dimension Df of
the mobile phone users from ρ(r), finding Df ≈ 1.0. Together with Eq. (3), we estimate
α = δ+Df −1 ≈ 1.5, which in turn predicts β ≈ 0.3±0.05, consistent within the error bars
with the empirically observed β ≈ 0.2± 0.1.
Average Path Length. The predicted phase transition alters the path length structure
of the network as well. Indeed, we analytically derived the average path length 〈l〉 for the
model (SI Section 2D), obtaining
〈l〉 ∼

lnN, m = 1 or α > Df
ln lnN, m > 1 and α < Df and γ < 3
lnN
ln lnN
, m > 1 and α < Df and γ = 3
. (12)
Equation (12) makes several remarkable predictions. First, in the geometric phase, where
nodes connect predominantly to their nearest neighbours, the average path length is expected
to scale polynomially. Yet, we predict that the geometric phase displays the small world
property for all m values. For the scale-free phase, as long as when the underlying network
is not a tree (m > 1), we find either an ultra-small world property (ln lnN) or a double
logarithmic correction for γ = 3 [29]. Prediction (12) is again confirmed by numerical
simulations (Fig. 3e).
Clustering. The predicted phase transition affects local clustering as well. For α > Df a
positive fraction of links connect nodes to their closest or second closest neighbors. Therefore
we expect a finite fraction of triangles, meaning that the number T of triangles is of order
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N . In contrast for α < Df the probability Πijk to form a triangle among nodes i < j < k
follows
Πijk = ΠijΠikΠjk, (13)
where
Πij ≡
(j/i)σ(ri)r−αij∑
s<j(j/s)σ(rs)r
−α
sj
(14)
is the probability connecting nodes i and j. By averaging (13) over all nodes, we find
T ≈
 N, α > DfN θ(α,Df )+o(1), α < Df , (15)
where θ(α,Df ) < 1, its precise value depending both on α and the dimension Df of the
space (see SI Section 2D). Equation (15) predicts that in the geometric phase the networks
show a high degree of local clustering. In the scale-free phase, however, the networks have
fewer triangles. The prediction (15) is again confirmed by the numerical simulation (Fig.
3f). Furthermore, we find that despite the fact that the citation network is much denser
than the mobile phone network (〈k〉 ≈ 20.5 for the citation network and 5.5 for the mobile
phone network), the ratio between the number of triangles and network size T/N for both
networks is comparable, i.e. T/N ≈ 0.240 for citation (0.00107258 for random) and 0.215
for mobile phone (0.000540129 for random). Indeed, by comparing to randomized networks
with the same degree distribution, we find that the relative triangle frequency T/Trand in the
mobile phone network (geometric phase) is twice that observed in the citation network (scale-
free phase), indicating that the prediction (15), that the geometric phase shows more local
clustering than the scale-free phase, agrees qualitatively with the empirical observations.
In summary, our results fill in an important gap for the emergence and the topology of
spatial networks. Firstly, our approach offers a rigorous link between the background geom-
etry and the network topology, documenting a phase transition that separates two phases
with distinct topological characteristics, governed by different equations. Note however,
that despite the highly predictive results, the presented model is, like almost all non-trivial
models in statistical physics, still far from being completely solved, leaving us number of
unanswered questions for future investigation. For example, what are critical exponents of
the observed phase transition? Nevertheless, the observed phases, whose direct relevance to
real systems is demonstrated through empirical data, show remarkable differences in net-
work characteristics such as the degree distribution, the clustering coefficient and the path
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lengths. While more sophisticated spatial network models have to incorporate many ad-
ditional system-dependent details, we believe that the universality classes uncovered here
will retain their direct relevance, capable of guiding the investigation of real systems. As
our understanding of spatial network deepens with the emergence of new and increasingly
detailed data on both the geographical and the network sides, such universal phases offer a
springboard towards a deeper mechanistic understanding of complex networks embedded in
a space. As such our results are of direct relevance from transportation to understanding
human connections.
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FIG. 1. Spatial network model. (a) We start from a set of nodes embedded in a D-dimensional
space (shown here for D = 2). In step (1) we add a new node j at the randomly chosen position
r, whose location is determined by the population density ρ(r); (2) We choose an existing node i
randomly with probability proportional to kir
−α
ij , where ki and rij represent node i’s degree and
its distance from j; (3) We repeat step (2) m times, generating m new links between the node j
and preexisting nodes. (b-c) A network with N = 2, 000 nodes generated by the model described
in (a) for m = 2 on a two-dimensional plane (D = Df = 2) where each node size is proportional to
its degree. The network shown in (b) has α = 1 < Df and so is in the scale-free phase; its topology
is dominated by a few large hubs. For (c) we have α = 3 > Df , so the resulting network is in the
geometric phase.
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FIG. 2. Empirical results. The degree distribution P (k) and spatial correlation function P (r)
for (a-b) the citation network and (c-d) the mobile phone network. The distance distribution
follows P (r) ∼ r−δ for both networks, with δ = 0.5 for citations and δ = 1.5 for mobile phones.
Hence we predict that the citation network belongs to the scale-free phase (α < Df ) and the call
network to the geometric phase (α > Df ). Consequently, the resulting degree distribution should
follow a power law for the citation network (b) and a stretched exponential for the mobile phone
network (d). The dashed lines show the analytic predictions for each quantity.
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FIG. 3. Testing the theoretical predictions. (a) Distance distribution for different α for
uniform ρ(r) with D = 2 (hence Df = 2), N = 30, 000 and m = 2. The plot confirms the theoretical
prediction (3) that P (r) ∼ r−δ with δ = 1 + α−Df , shown as dashed lines. Indeed, for α = 1 we
expect δ = 0, observing that indeed P (r) does not depend on r, whereas for α = 3 P (r) decays as
1/r2 as predicted. (b) Degree distribution for a uniform ρ(r) in D = 2, for α = 1 and 3. For α = 1
P (k) is expected to follow a pure power law, in line with the numerical results (scale-free regime).
For α = 3 we are in the geometric phase, hence P (k) follows a stretched exponential. The dashed
lines correspond to the theoretical predictions P (k) ∼ k−3 and exp(−Ak1−Df/α) for α = 1 and 3,
respectively. (c) Cumulative degree distribution P>(k) normalized by k
−2 for networks generated
with α = 1 using a uniform ρ(r) on a D = 2 plane with N = 230. The square has a fixed boundary,
while the torus wraps around, making a homogeneous space in which all points are equivalent. The
theory predicts P>(k) ∼ k−(γ−1) for the scale-free phase, hence P>(k)/k−2 ∼ k3−γ . Consequently
the log-log plot captures the deviation of the degree exponent from γ = 3. The horizontal line for
the torus confirms that γ = 3 in this homogeneous space. Introducing a boundary (square) gives
γ < 3. The dashed lines represent the theoretical predictions (see SI Section 2C), which apart
from fluctuations, are indistinguishable from the simulation results. (d) The theoretical prediction
for the degree density σ(r) for a uniform ρ(r) and α = 1 on a D = 2 (Df = 2) plane with fixed
square boundary (SI Section 2D), indicating that the boundary effect generates attractiveness
inhomogeneity for different spatial regimes, hence γ is different from 3. (e) Average path length
vs. network size for networks generated with uniform ρ(r) in D = 2 with boundary (m = 2 and
γ < 3), finding a logarithmic dependence for α = 3 and a double logarithmic dependence for α = 1,
in line with the prediction (12). (f) The number of triangles vs. network size for networks with
a uniform ρ(r) in D = 2 (Df = 2) with different α, finding that the number of triangles scales
linearly for α > Df = 2 and sublinearly for α < Df = 2, in agreement with the prediction (15).
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